Over-parameterized neural networks generalize well in practice without any explicit regularization. Although it has not been proven yet, empirical evidence suggests that implicit regularization plays a crucial role in deep learning and prevents the network from overfitting. In this work, we introduce the gradient gap deviation and the gradient deflection as statistical measures corresponding to the network curvature and the Hessian matrix to analyze variations of network derivatives with respect to input parameters, and investigate how implicit regularization works in ReLU neural networks from both theoretical and empirical perspectives. Our result reveals that the network output between each pair of input samples is properly controlled by random initialization and stochastic gradient descent to keep interpolating between samples almost straight, which results in low complexity of over-parameterized neural networks.
Introduction
Deep neural networks (DNNs) have achieved high performance in application domains such as computer vision, natural language processing and speech recognition. It is widely known that neural networks (NNs), which are very often used in the over-parameterized regime, generalize well without overfitting [36, 54] . However, the reason is not clear yet, and related questions remain largely open [40, 24] . Recent works have shown that with over-parameterization and random initialization, stochastic gradient descent (SGD) can find the global minima of NNs in polynomial time [13, 2] , but trained network behavior in input data except for training samples is still not well-understood, and seems to be relevant to generalization in deep learning [51] .
It has been known that a NN with i.i.d. random parameters can be equivalent to a Gaussian process, in the limit of infinite network width [34, 23, 30] . NNs often have significantly more parameters than samples in practice, and increasing the number of parameters can lead to a decrease in generalization error [6, 7] . It has been shown that the expressive power of NNs grows exponentially with depth for example by investigation into the number of linear regions [32, 49] , analysis using Riemannian geometry and mean field theory [41] , and study using tensor decomposition [11] . If the enormous expressive power is not controlled, deep learning architectures with large capacity will not generalize properly. However, these large NNs often generalize well in practice, despite the lack of explicit regularization. It is considered that implicit regularization plays a crucial role in deep learning and prevents the NN from overfitting [54, 46, 24] .
In order to estimate variations of NN derivatives with respect to input parameters, we define the gradient gap deviation and the gradient deflection, and investigate how implicit regularization works in ReLU activated neural networks (ReLU NNs) from both theoretical and experimental perspectives. Our result reveals that although the NN derivatives between each pair of input samples seem to change Figure 1) . In other words, we show that the NN output between the samples is properly controlled by weight initialization and SGD to keep connecting the samples almost straight, which results in low complexity of over-parameterized NNs. This result is consistent with the theoretical analysis and the experiments [33, 4, 24] .
One key challenge in the behavior of NNs is that the corresponding output functions and training objectives are non-smooth due to the ReLU activation. Whereas calculation of the network curvature and the Hessian matrix w.r.t. input variables are necessary so as to make the evaluation of such geometric complexity of ReLU NNs between each pair of input samples, it is difficult to estimate them because the second order derivatives cannot be defined as functions in L ∞ . Even though the input changes linearly, the ReLU NN output changes piecewise linearly and has many non-differentiable points (break points) 1 .
According to [1] :
One may naively think that since a ReLU network is infinite-order differentiable everywhere except a measure zero set, so we can safely ignore the Hessian issue and proceed by pretending that the Hessian of ReLU is always zero. This intuition is very wrong. (p.15)
All information about network variations is ingeniously encoded into the set of the break points caused by activation of ReLU, which has measure zero. We should analyze the behavior of the network output in an open neighborhood of this zero measure set to decode its global geometric information. In order to define alternatives to the network curvature and the Hessian matrix, it is necessary to characterize gradient gaps, that is, the slope changes at break points. Accordingly, we model the NN derivative (NN gradient) as a random walk bridge [26] on a linearly interpolating path between each pair of input samples (linear input path) to express quantitatively the global variations of NNs. By leveraging the random walk bridge, we investigate how the NN gradient changes as the input sweeps along the linear input path. In the same line, the work in [6] introduces a random walk for the gradient of a single hidden layer network to show the gradient converges to Brownian motion in the limit of infinite network width. The work in [42, 37] analyzes trajectory length and the number of linear regions, which measure how the NN output (not the NN gradient) changes as the input sweeps along a one-dimensional path, and find that the trajectory length grows exponentially with depth. Comparing with these results, we present theoretical estimates of the gradient gap deviation and numerical calculations of the gradient deflection, and evaluate random variations of NN gradients statistically to study the effect of implicit regularization by random initialization and SGD. These estimates depend only on the feedforward map from input to output, thus can be applied to a wide range of standard architectures (e.g., VGG [44] and ResNet [18] ).
Main Contributions
• We model a ReLU NN gradient w.r.t. input variables on a linear input path as a random walk bridge, and define the gradient gap deviation (7) , that is, the standard deviation of NN gradient gaps between samples.
• We define the gradient deflection (8) as the amount of global variations of a ReLU NN between samples. Our result shows that the standard network models (MLP, VGG and ResNet) on the standard datasets (MNIST, CIFAR10 and CIFAR100) have small gradient deflection between samples (i.e., they interpolate almost linearly between samples), and also reveals that one of the mechanisms of implicit regularization by SGD is to keep gradient gaps to be small.
• We show that for the standard DNN models, the difference between the gradient gap deviation and the gradient deflection is relatively small, that is, the NN gradient is probably close to a random walk bridge on the linear input path.
• We also estimate the NN output itself and experimentally investigate the difference between the output variations on the linear input path and the mean margin at each pair of samples, which relate to the observed performance. 
Notation

Preliminaries
Consider 
where
W L ∈ R c×m are the weight matrices. For the input x and the weight matrices W :
the NN output f (x) ∈ R c is also denoted by f (W, x). Let us define indicator matrix G l (x), the diagonal elements of which are activation patterns (0 or 1) at each layer l ∈ [L − 1], as follows:
Since the ReLU activation is positive homogeneous, we obtain the following equality:
For simplicity, we denote by G(x) the set of indicator matrices
. We assume the following weight initialization [17] :
Random Walk Bridge for ReLU NNs
In this section, we define the gradient gap deviation and the gradient deflection on each NN, and show their theoretical estimates and experimental studies. We evaluate the estimates on three canonical machine learning datasets: MNIST [22] , CIFAR10, and CIFAR100 [21] in our experiments.
Fully-connected Feedforword NNs (MLPs)
Now we consider a fully-connected feedforward NN (MLP) with ReLU activation for c-classes classification, and show that the NN gradient between samples can be regarded as a random walk bridge. We denote by
respectively the training inputs and the labels, where x i ∈ R d and y i ∈ R c . For weight matrices W and an input x, we denote by f (W, x) the NN output (1). The target function L(W ) in learning is the cross entropy loss over the softmax defined as follows:
We randomly choose
from training data or test data, and denote a direction vector by v := X 1 − X 0 . We define a linear interpolation between X 0 and X 1 by X(t) :
, which is called the linear input path. We estimate the variation of the NN output pattern
We will link the directional derivative of each component function f j (W, x) to a random walk bridge. For j ∈ [c], we define the NN output u(t; X 0 , X 1 ) between two points X 0 , X 1 (X 0 = X 1 ) as follows:
For simplicity, we denote by u(t) the NN output u(t; X 0 , X 1 ). We define the NN gradient between X 0 and X 1 as follows 2 :
Here NN gradient is normalized such that it is independent of the length of a direction vector v. In
is a piecewise linear function due to ReLU [6, 42] , we can define nodes of u(t) (i.e., break points at which the sign of the input to ReLU φ is switched) as 0 < t 1 < t 2 < · · · < t K < 1. Here, K is the number of times u(t) breaks in the interval [0, 1]. For notational simplicity, we denote both ends of the interval [0, 1] by t 0 = 0 and t K+1 = 1 respectively. The number of nodes K is equivalent to how many times the input linear path X(t) passes through other linear regions. The total number of linear regions of the input space is studied as a measure to evaluate expressivity and approximating ability of NNs [32, 42, 49] . For a single hidden layer MLP with ReLU activation (i.e., L = 2), we can estimate the number of nodes K as follows. This estimate can be proved by using random initialization, over-parameterization and input randomness. Moreover, since over-parameterization and random initialization jointly restrict every weight vector to be close to its initialization for all iterations [13, 2] , it follows that this estimate changes little even after training. Our experimental results show that the mean of the number of nodes is approximately half of the number of entire hidden units for an even deeper network. For each interval I k := (t k , t k+1 ) and for each layer l, we denote by G (k) l := G l (X(t)) (t ∈ I k ) the indicator matrix (2) on the linear input path. We also abbreviate {G
show ReLU activation of layer l in the interval I k . By definition, the indicator matrices
We define a probability measure P as distribution of NN gradient gaps when choosing X 0 , X 1 (X 0 = X 1 ) randomly, and denote by σ 2 := z 2 dP (z) the variance of P . We assume that the mean of P is zero, and
. random variables from the probability distribution P . Then we model the NN gradient ∇ v u(t) as a random walk bridge {S k } generated by P , which satisfies the following:
If gradient gaps Y 1 , . . . , Y K are i.i.d. random variables, then {R k } is the random walk bridge satisfying the boundary conditions on R 0 and R K . For a standard random walk, the boundary value at one out of both ends is fixed. For a random walk bridge, the both end values are fixed, which is represented by a conditional probability. In this setting (6), the following theorem evaluates to what extent a random walk bridge {S k } deviates from a linear interpolation between the both ends.
Theorem 3.2 (Estimate of Gradient Gap Deviation
be a random walk bridge (6) generated by a probability distribution P with mean 0 and variance σ 2 , and let {T k } be a random walk bridge defined by
. We define gradient gap deviation for distribution P as follows:
Then the gradient gap deviation is equal to
Using the gradient gap deviation, which attains the maximum value 1 2 σ √ K at the midpoint (k = K 2 ), we estimate stochastically the difference between a random walk bridge and the linear interpolation from one end to the other.
In contrast, we also define the difference D(t; X 0 , X 1 ) between the NN gradient on the linear input path X(t) and a linear interpolation of both end values of the NN gradient: For the input samples X 0 and X 1 (X 0 = X 1 ),
Suppose X 0 and X 1 (X 0 = X 1 ) are chosen uniformly from a certain training or test dataset. Then we define deflection of the NN gradient (gradient deflection) by the following expectation:
Here the difference between the gradient gap deviation (7) and the gradient deflection (8) is corresponding to the one between the amount of change in the random walk bridge and the network output change in the actual case. Inspecting this difference enables us to statistically measure the extent to which the NN changes contrivedly. Then, since the distribution P is determined by activation patterns of ReLU, we obtain the following estimate: 
where m is the number of hidden units, and d is the input dimensions.
Normalization procedure for network output. If the variance of the output pattern
2 ) changes by training or network architecture, it is difficult to compare with other NN gradients ∇ v u(t). Weights are initialized randomly so that the variance of the input will not change in each layer [17] . It is known that much deeper NNs can be trained by intensifying such effect of initialization [52, 55] . In this work, we adopt the following method, which is the same as [12, 7, 25] : Without loss of accuracy in classification, we can replace the output f (W, x) with f (W, x)/α x , where α x > 0 is an arbitrary fixed number for each input x. Therefore, we define each fixed number α x for normalization of random walk bridge as follows: For each input x, define α x as the L 2 norm of the output vector f (W, x) . In other words, we normalize the NN output by lettingf (W, x) := f (W, x)/ f (W, x) 2 . Now using the normalized NN outputf (W, x) enables us to estimate random walk bridge even if the weights change with SGD training steps. Numerical finite difference approximations of derivatives. As the number of units or the number of layers increases the number of nodes becomes large and the length of each interval I k = (t k , t k+1 ) becomes extremely short. In particular, we cannot calculate precisely the derivative of the output function u(t) by subtracting in the short interval owing to cancellation of significant digits in GPU calculation using single precision floating point arithmetic. Instead, we propose a method of replacing each ReLU activation layer with indicator matrix (2), and only need to calculate the product of the matrix (See Appendix (9)).
Next we show that the complexity measures (the number of nodes, the gradient gap deviation and the gradient deflection) change with SGD training steps for two-layer MLPs with different number of units. We observe that the number of nodes converges relatively fast and does not change significantly in Figure  3 (a).
We investigate how randomly an MLP changes between samples. Let S k denote a random walk bridge (6) generated by the probability distribution P . Figure 3 (b) and (c) show the gradient gap deviation of S k and the gradient deflection (i.e., deviation of actual gradient change of MLP: R k ) at midpoint k = K 2 with SGD training steps. Although in the above-mentioned figures we sample randomly a pair of X 0 , X 1 from training data, we obtain the same result even when we sample randomly them from test data.
VGG and Residual Networks
Now we show that for VGG [44] and residual network (ResNet) [18, 19] , the NN gradient between samples can be regarded as a random walk bridge. We also show experimental results of the gradient gap deviation and the gradient deflection.
Let us denote the output of VGG or ResNet by f (W, x) for weight matrices W and an input sample x. As with §3.1, we investigate the variation of the NN output f (W, x) between two input samples
. Let X(t) be a linear interpolation (1 − t) · X 0 + t · X 1 , and v be a direction vector X 1 − X 0 . Then, by using the NN output f (W, x), we similarly define u(t) and ∇ v u(t) between two points X 0 , X 1 as follows: is much faster than that of shallow models with mL hidden units [32, 43] . In contrast, our experimental results for VGG and ResNet show that the number of nodes is half of the number of entire hidden units or less. The number of nodes increases linearly rather than exponentially with the depth (the number of layers), which is completely different from linear regions. Thus, by Theorem 3.2, gradient gap deviation, which is the fluctuation of random walk bridge, is relatively small. Since in the over-parameterized setting, SGD learns a NN close to the random initialization, the number of nodes is proved to change little. We also define a NN gradient at
is a random walk bridge between R 0 , R K . Let P be the distribution of Y k as the inputs X 0 , X 1 (X 0 = X 1 ) are chosen randomly from training or test samples, and let S k be a random walk bridge (6) generated from i.i.d. random variables Z k with the distribution P . As with an MLP, the initial weights determine the gap distribution P , and weights change little in the over-parameterized setting. Accordingly, P also changes little.
First we show experimental results for VGG and ResNet in the initial state (without training) on MNIST, CIFAR10 and CIFAR100. Figure 4 (a) and Figure 5 (a) show that the number of nodes is only half of the number of entire hidden units over VGG and ResNet or less. Figure 4 (b-c) for VGG and Figure 5 (b-c) for ResNet show that the values of gradient gap deviation and gradient deflection are small ( 1.0). Next, we make use of the normalized NN outputf (W, x) to handle the weight change with training. Figure 4 (d) and Figure 5 (d) show the changes in the number of nodes between samples with SGD training steps. In order to calculate precise NN gradient and avoid cancellation of significant digits, we also use the method of replacing each ReLU activation layer with indicator matrix (2). In Figure 4 (e-f) and Figure 5 (e-f) , we show the changes in the gradient gap deviation and the gradient deflection at midpoint k = K 2 with SGD training steps. By measuring the difference between gradient gap deviation and gradient deflection, it is possible to estimate systematically the variations in output between samples in comparison with completely random state. In other words, the above difference indicates the degree of randomness of NN gradients. Figure 4 (e-f) and Figure 5 (e-f) show that NNs tend to be random between a pair of samples after enough training, which suggests that NNs become passive or do not control the network output between samples actively.
No matter how large the complexity and expressivity of deep models are, random variation of the models between samples keeps small ( 1.0), which results in smoothness between a pair of samples (Figure 4 (e-f) and Figure 5 (e-f) ). This suggests that more expressive power of deep models than needed is restricted, which is thought to be one of revealed abilities of implicit regularization in the over-parameterized regime. We also compare the results on training data with the ones on test data in Appendix, which suggests that there is no large difference between training data and test data.
In order to estimate the generalization ability on a linear interpolation between each pair of training samples, we introduce the following (x i , x j ) pair margin P M ij : For the input sample x i , its correct label y i and the normalized output vectorf (W,
This value M i is the margin [7] , which measures the gap between the output for the correct label and other labels. Then let P M ij be an average of these two values: P M ij := (M i + M j )/2. This is corresponding to the value that interpolates the margin linearly at the midpoint of x i and x j (i.e., (x i + x j )/2).
Next, we introduce the following (x i , x j ) pair fluctuation P F ij as the amount of fluctuation of the NN output between two samples. Let us denote by X 0 = x i , X 1 = x j a pair of samples, and by u ij (t) := u(t; X 0 , X 1 ) the normalized NN outputf (W, X(t)) between two points X 0 , X 1 . We define the pair fluctuation P F ij between the two points X 0 , X 1 as the difference between the mid point value u ij (1/2) and the mean of edge values u ij (0) and u ij (1) : Figure 6 shows the changes in the pair margin P M and the pair fluctuation P F with SGD training steps. As the training progresses, the value of P M exceeds the one of P F , which suggests that the accuracy increases even at the midpoint of two training samples, and the relation between P M and P F is likely to be coupled with the validation accuracy.
Related Works
Recently, many works try to explain generalization of neural networks linked to random initialization and over-parameterization. Recent work has shown that the difference between the learned weights and the initialization is small compared to the initialization in the over-parameterized regime [53, 50, 24] , and SGD can find global minima of the training objective of DNNs with ReLU activation in polynomial time [13, 2] . Our method was inspired by a line of work [3, 2] , which presents a method of estimating weight variation and NN norm. The work in [1] explains implicit regularization for two-layer NNs without weight regularizer. Many recent works also study the importance of random initialization [15, 17, 29, 48, 47, 31, 14] .
It was pointed out empirically that the generalization ability of over-parameterized NNs cannot be estimated properly in classic learning theory [36, 54] , which triggered various research on generalization. The relationship between loss landscape and generalization [20, 12, 51, 10] , and the degree of memorization and generalization [5] have revealed. Several different measures for the generalization capabilities of DNNs have been examined, and generalization bounds for NNs with ReLU activation have been presented in terms of the product of the spectral norm and the Frobenius norm of their weights [16, 35, 7, 4] . Theoretical analysis on generalization on over-parameterized NNs has been presented [39, 40] .
The work in [45] shows that bounding the Frobenius norm of the Jacobian matrix, which is first-order derivatives, reduces the obtained generalization error. The work in [37] shows that NNs implement more robust functions in the vicinity of the training data manifold than away from it, as measured by the norm of the Jacobian matrix. While they use the norm of the Jacobian matrix to estimate generalization and sensitivity, we evaluate the gradient gap deviation and the gradient deflection corresponding to Hessian and curvature to see NN ability in a different light. We therefore find that although the NN derivative changes rather randomly between samples, it interpolates between samples linearly because the amount of its variation is small. Some recent studies [27, 28, 8] indicate that the generalization error of a NN is small because a NN interpolates smoothly between a pair of samples. The work in [9, 46, 24, 38] uses low complexity of the solution found by SGD to explain the small generalization error of over-parameterized models measured by classification margin. However, without any additional assumption on the dataset structure and the network architecture, the direct reason why SGD can find smooth and low-complexity solutions is unknown. In the present work, we tackle this question, and show that in the general setting, SGD restricts gradient gap and the number of nodes to be small, and the NN output between samples is properly controlled by weight initialization and SGD to keep connecting samples almost straight.
The work in [6] demonstrates the connection between the gradients of a two-layer fully-connected NN and discrete Brownian motion (random walk). In this work, we model the NN gradient as a random walk bridge to estimate the amount of change in the network gradient, and explain the low complexity of the learned solution, as measured by gradient gap deviation and gradient deflection. The work in [42, 37] investigates trajectory length of a one-dimensional path, and finds that the trajectory length grows exponentially in the depth of the NN. In contrast, we stochastically estimate gradient variation between samples and show that the motion of the network gradient is probably close to a random walk bridge.
Discussion
We model the gradient of NN output between a pair of samples as a random walk bridge, and introduce the gradient gap deviation and the gradient deflection. Furthermore, we estimate the global variation of ReLU NNs between samples, and reveal that ReLU NNs interpolate almost linearly between samples even in the over-parameterized regime. For standard ReLU NNs (MLP, VGG and ResNet) and datasets (MNIST, CIFAR10 and CIFAR100), we measure these values and investigate how implicit regularization works. The experimental observations suggest that the gradient gap deviation and the gradient deflection are both small for at least the above networks, which means that the network output interpolates between samples almost linearly. NNs converge to small fluctuation depending on the dataset, because excessive complexity and a large degree of freedom due to over-parameterization are controlled by SGD properly (we also ensured this result is independent of whether we use Momentum SGD or vanilla SGD). In order to keep the NN fluctuation to be small, it is necessary to prevent the gradient gap and the number of nodes from being larger than needed. In other words, one of the mechanisms of implicit regularization by SGD seems to restrict the gradient gap and the number of nodes.
One of the interesting questions for future work is to prove that for more deep networks, the number of nodes is only half of the number of entire hidden units or less. Our work is a step towards theoretical understanding of implicit regularization by random initialization and optimization algorithm for neural networks, and the study of constitutive relations between generalization and implicit regularization is left for future work.
We also define the k th column vector of 
